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A Word from the Editor

!By the time you read this, many of you will be
well into wheat harvest in yet another challenging
growing season. Wheat yields are decent but
generally down due to the dry conditions. Many
areas around the Golden Horseshoe are getting
some much needed moisture, so it will be
interesting to see what the rest of the growing
season brings.
There are quite a few events shaping up for
August and September, both in our region and in
our neighbouring areas. More information is
available in this edition, and watch the website
and Twitter as more of these learning
opportunities come together. Make sure to keep
your contact information up to date, either
through the membership website or your local
secretary, so that you can be contacted about
upcoming events.
Also in this edition, we celebrate some
accomplished members in our region – Barry Hill of
Brant County was inducted into the Ontario
Agriculture Hall of Fame in a ceremony in June,
and Liz and Peter Lambrick in Halton were
recognized as Milton Citizens of the Year! Read
more about these accolades in this edition, along
with an article from Farms.com about long term
lease arrangements, CropTalk, OSCIA news, and
the ever-popular feature farm family story, this
time profiling the Gervason’s from Vineland, part
of Niagara North SCIA.
Happy Summer!
Janice J.
(h) 519-856-2591 (c) 519-994-8619
E: ghscia@hotmail.com
T: @GHSCIA
W: www.ghscia.me

Undeliverable Canadian mail return to:
Golden Horseshoe Soil & Crop Improvement
Association address above
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Provincial
Director Greetings!
!
Hopefully this newsletter finds everyone
done planting and replanting, and well
through wheat harvest. I’ve already done
some thinking on what I will do differently
in #plant19, learning from what we’ve done
wrong or right, what worked and what
didn’t this year. It was certainly a challenge
in some areas getting moisture when we
needed it, or waiting for things to dry up
when we didn’t.

There seems to be renewed interest in
rainfall monitoring, and technology now
allows for real time watching and comparing
to your neighbour. This also helps with
tracking on other properties since we’re not
all farming on the home farm anymore. If
you haven’t already, try out an online
rainfall monitoring program.
There’s certainly lots of crop scouting to do.
Make sure to get off your seat/out of the
cab and look for bugs, the right N timing,
preparing for WBC, aphids, spider mites,
cereal leaf beetle and being ready for wheat
harvest – looking for a solution to whatever problem comes next. Gone are the days of plant it,
spray it and forget it until harvest – we manage every acre for its potential. Don’t forget to take
your shovel and do your digging to look for what’s below the soil surface.
Tillage is a vicious circle….I recently took over a full tillage farm and my delta force on my planter
told me it’s the hardest soil I’ve ever planted into. This was verified when I went looking for seed,
using a metal seed finder took lots of scraping to find any. In my own soil I can find seed with my
finger.
Summer events are coming together for some of the counties. There is always lots to learn, so
make sure to get out and take advantage of the continuous learning opportunities. Check the
newsletter and the website for details. The OSCIA corner at the Outdoor Farm Show is coming
together and the plots are shaping up. Mark your calendars for September 11,12 and 13 and plan to
attend!
Steve Sickle, Provincial Director	


!
!
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GHSCIA President’s Message
Gary and his wife Debbie travelled to PEI and
toured the east coast for much of the month
of June. They sent these farming pics and
info tidbits from their travels:
In talking with different local residents of the
island, the crops are generally later than
ours, however this year it is a bit colder than
usual with a couple damaging frosts.
Blueberries, strawberries and grapes may see
lower yields as result of some frost damage.
Hay is lush but short. The grains look good but
look behind. Overall it seems more like the
month of May in Ontario than June weather.

!
We saw a lot of beautiful farm country and many big modern dairy farms.
!

PEI still working the red soil and corn is only at
the five leaf stage. Grains very short. They are
having a very late spring due to late frost, rain
and low temperatures.

St Lawrence region of Quebec. Corn more
advanced than PEI

We saw this corn field and hay field as we toured the island.

Sand dunes in background reveal the
need for cover crops
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How to Become a Farmer
Gervason Farms, Niagara

!Within the crop production industry, we often talk
about challenging growing conditions, volatile
commodity prices, increasing equipment costs,
urban encroachment and increasing land prices,
but these are challenges faced by those already in
the business. Imagine tackling all of that while
trying to establish your farm business, without the
benefit of being part of a family farm succession
plan…..How does one become a successful farmer
in today’s marketplace when one is not born into a
farm family? How does one become a farmer?
Corey and Natalie Gervason have done just that
and have graciously shared an overview of their
journey, thus far.
Corey and Natalie Gervason, both in their early
thirties, are farming about 700 acres of owned and
rented land, and provide custom services for
another few hundred acres, in and around
Vineland. Corey farms full time now, but he wasn’t
raised on a farm. He got ‘the bug’ early on through
visiting neighbours' farms, prompting his revelation
that he wanted to grow crops one day. Natalie
describes Corey’s passion for his crops, saying “he’s
all about ‘his plants’”.
Corey worked on cash crop and dairy farms part
time during high school. He worked farm jobs out
west and south of the border before starting at
University of Guelph’s Ridgetown College. After
graduating, he returned to Niagara Region and
worked at the local co-op. Natalie was also raised
in an urban setting but grew up with a love of
horses and spent time on horse farms. She has a
science degree and was working full-time for an
environmental company until her most recent
maternity leave. The couple have two children Grant is four and Isabelle is 18 months – and are
making the business work well enough that Natalie
is hoping to stay home full time for the kids and
the farm business.

continued on page 6…
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continued from page 5…
Natalie and Corey had an opportunity to initially rent, then purchase, a small parcel of farmland
from a coworker who was moving west. They started with just 14 acres, but over a few years
expanded to 300 or 400 acres by taking over some rental agreements. As land became available to
them to buy and rent, they eventually reached a size where it wasn’t feasible to work off-farm as
well, and they took a big leap of faith focusing on farming more seriously. That was six or seven
years ago, and both Natalie and Corey say it quickly became clear that it was the right thing to do.
Corey’s approach to cash cropping is to ‘try not to farm the most acres, but to get the most out of
the acres farmed’. This works well in an area with a limited land base due to pressures from urban
development and the tender fruit market. His soil is heavy clay, so drainage and organic matter
additions are key to success. He handles manure from a local layer barn a few times a year and has
also used a few types of biosolids. Sone good, long term relationships with land owners has allowed
for investment in drainage on rented land.
Corey grows a typical rotation of corn, beans and wheat, using no-till planting as much as possible.
He finds that no-till speeds up spring planting on the clay soils. He also grows mostly IP beans, now.
He tried both in the beginning, but finds that even though more chemical is required, and some
additional effort for cleaning equipment at harvest, the IP beans have beencost effective to grow.
He also finds that with this chemical rotation, he’s not yet experiencing glyphosate-resistant
Canada Fleabane pressure.
continued on page 7…
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continued from page 6…
Annual soil testing is a must for Corey. He finds it to be a
pretty cheap investment to monitor what’s going on in his
soil. He uses manure as much as he can, reducing his
need to purchase and use of commercial fertilizer. He
does his own soil sampling, using the time to scout crops
and fields, but does rely on some agronomy support from
the local co-op. He likes to do some trials to determine
what works best on what ground. He keeps things pretty
low tech with respect to precision ag, just using autosteer, rate and section control on the sprayer, a scale on
the seed drill and cost-benefit analysis calculations to
guide his decision-making. He added a yield monitor last
year but finds it mostly just shows where it was wet as
drainage remains a high priority in the clay.
Early in his farming journey Corey met another fellow
around the same age, doing the same thing – also not
from a farm and starting out in the business. They
started harvesting together, as he had a truck and Cory
had the combine. They came to work cooperatively
together on custom jobs, and formed a custom ag
company partnership. They do everything themselves,
right down to hauling the water for spraying, trucking,
agronomy and sales.
The biggest challenges farming in the area relate to the
nearby urban development and tender fruit growing areas
– many smaller parcels of land, moving farm equipment in
the traffic, narrow roads and traveling up and down the
escarpment with tourists. It’s also a big cycling area with
several big cycling tours coming through each year. The
cost of farm equipment has also been a challenge, but
Corey keeps costs manageable by buying his equipment
used and doing his own maintenance. He also puts his
equipment to use in the off season through snow removal and roadside/custom mowing contracts.
He acknowledges that farming is hard work, but he enjoys it and feels fortunate to live the dream
he had in college to be a farmer.
Future plans for Gervason Farms include more grain storage and Corey would like to do more
custom spraying. He finds there is enough challenge to continue to diversify within cash cropping
and to get the most from his acres. The couple feel their business is in a good place with respect
to size, providing a good balance with family at this stage. Natalie acknowledges that although
Corey works a lot, he’s not usually far from home allowing for family lunches or dinners in the
field. It’s a whole family lifestyle that works well with their young family. Over time, they look
forward to moving the business in the direction of the kids’ interests as they grow.
The couple are grateful for the opportunity presented by their colleague and his family moving
west, and the trust that was given to them. They feel lucky to be farmers and realize that you
have to love it because it’s hard work. But, they can’t picture
themselves doing anything else.
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OMAFRA Soil Management Day
Know it — Keep it — Build it!
Date:

August 22, 2018

Time:

9 AM — 3 PM
(Registration opens at 8:30 AM)

Cost:

General $80 / OSCIA members $70
(Transport & lunch included)

Learn about the systems approach to soil health
as we explore erosion control, cover crops, strip
till, anaerobic digestion and much more!
Meet:

Wildwood Conservation Area —
Education Centre

Address: 3995 Line 9, RR #2
St. Marys, Ontario, N4X 1C5
GPS:

UTM Zone - 17
X - 494450
Y - 4790630

Lat. - 43.2684
Long. - 81.0684

Online Registration: https://omafra-soilmanagement-day-2018.eventbrite.ca
For event details, please contact:
Jake.Munroe@ontario.ca (519-301-0548)
Christine.Brown1@ontario.ca (519-537-8305)

Engineer-turned farmer inducted
into the Ontario Agricultural Hall
of Fame

!February 22, 2018
Reprinted from Farms.com
!

The five-member class of 2018 will be honoured at an
event in June

!

By Diego Flammini
News Reporter
Farms.com
The five inductees into the Ontario Agricultural
Hall of Fame’s class of 2018 include an early farm
leader, growers and industry advocates.
Barry Hill, a farmer from Brant County, is being
recognized for his work within the First Nations
Community. The resident of the Six Nations
Reserve helped form the First Nations Agri Group
Co-op, which helps members receive rebates on
input purchases.
He’s also a past-president of the Ontario Soil and
Crop Improvement Association. Come June 10, he
will add hall of famer to his resume.
“I’m totally overwhelmed” by the induction he
told Farms.com today. “I’m absolutely bowled
over when you consider who else is in the
group.”
Hill’s on-farm accolades include producing Brant
region’s first soybean crop in 1979. He grew it in
hopes of meeting his community’s dietary needs.

Barry Hill

“Many First Nations people are lactose intolerant,
so we thought soy milk was going to be a hit,” Hill told Farms.com today. “The problem was I
couldn’t get anybody to harvest the soybeans (and) I didn’t have a combine.”
Now 75, Hill became a full-time farmer at the age 50. He grows 2,600 acres of corn, soybeans and
wheat. Earlier in his career, he used farming to relax after days within the engineering sector.
“I grew up on a farm, but I went away to become an engineer because there was no future in
farming in the 1960s,” he said. “I was living in Toronto and taking correspondence courses from the
University of Guelph. Sometimes I’d drive out to the farm after supper and plow until midnight.”
Hill can also recall a time when members of the community thought cash cropping wasn’t a viable
way to make a living.
continued on page 10…
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continued from page 9…
“I remember I had a job (constructing highway) 401 and people in the coffee shop would say there
was no way to make a living just growing corn and that farmers needed livestock to succeed.”
Hill has started to scale back his operation and is letting a local young farmer use some of his land.
And Hill shared a few lessons for young producers to consider.
“Don’t go too fast,” he said. “Farming is a long, slow growth and technology can change a lot. It’s
also important to know your costs and to control your ambition within what you can afford. There’s
nothing wrong with retained earnings.”
Farmers who produce alternative crops should consider investing in storage because marketing
some of those commodities can be challenging, he added.
Another inductee will finally take his rightful place in
the Ontario Agricultural Hall of Fame after being
inducted into the Canadian Agricultural Hall of Fame in
1962.
Many of James J. Morrison’s accomplishments centre
on the United Farmers of Ontario (UFO), which he
helped create in 1914. By 1919, the UFO had won the
Ontario election and formed a coalition government
with labour party members of provincial parliament.
Morrison also helped found the United Farmers’ Cooperative Company (now the Ontario Co-operative
Association) and worked with the UFO to form the
Ontario Chamber of Agriculture.
That organization evolved into the Ontario Federation
of Agriculture.
Given his contributions to Canadian agriculture and his
prior induction into the national agricultural hall of
fame, it’s good to see Morrison take his rightful place
at the provincial level said Ron Hattle, president of the
Wellington County Historical Society. (The organization
which nominated Morrison for induction.)
“It’s great news,” Hattle told Farms.com today. “He’s
done all of these things that should’ve been honoured
in Ontario and it was brought to our attention that he
wasn’t in Ontario’s hall of fame. … It’s going to be great
to see him go into the hall of fame.”

James J. Morrison

The other inductees are:
▪

William Beaty, a farmer and founder and chairman of Cold Springs Farm,

▪

Harvey Graham, a director and president of the Ontario Cattlemen’s Association (now Beef
Farmers of Ontario) who helped establish the Ontario Feeder Cattle Loan Guarantee
Program, and

▪

Gordon Leitch, general manager of the first elevator on the Toronto waterfront, which
grew into Masterfeeds Inc., rounds out the inductees.

Farms.com extends its congratulations to all of the nominees and their families.
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Understanding long-term farmland leases

!

July 11, 2018
Reprinted from Farms.com

!

Expert discusses how producers may benefit from these
agreements

!

By Kaitlynn Anderson
Staff Writer
Farms.com
Producers who want to rent land for extended periods may want to consider long-term leases.
Farmers may enter into these agreements if they want to rent properties for more than two years.
However, these leases typically last for four or five years, Nathan Kolomaya, a lawyer at Brimage
Law Group in Simcoe, Ont., told Farms.com today. Producers and landowners can enter into
agreements that exceed five years but those cases are less common.
Farmers may sign these leases
for many reasons. For example,
they may deal with long-term
crops, like ginseng, which
require multiple years to grow
before harvest, he said.
These agreements can also
provide producers with more
certainty than short-term leases.
“Farmers in long-term leases
have the security they need to
plan for their crops for many
years and run their businesses
smoothly,” Kolomaya said.
By finding land to rent for multiple years, producers can also commit fewer financial resources than
they would need to purchase the land.
“If you want to have the highest level of security, then you buy the property,” he said. “However,
when you make that purchase, you commit a lot of capital. You may tie up financing that you
could’ve used elsewhere.”
These leases are beneficial for property owners too, as they can ensure they have reliable sources
of income.
“Rather than trying to find new tenants each year, these landowners will have multiyear
commitments to provide revenue streams they can count on,” Kolomaya said.
continued on page 12…
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continued from page 11…
Depending on the relationship between the two parties, the process to create and sign the
contracts can be relatively simple.
Sometimes, the two parties will agree upon the basic terms – including the rent amount, duration
and any maintenance provisions – and then reach out to lawyers to write up the contracts, he said.
Other times, producers will contact these professionals for advice earlier in the process.
“It really depends on how well the parties know each other,” Kolomaya said.
Regardless of the route people take to put these agreements in place, they usually work
cooperatively.
“Typically, both parties are farmers, and understand the benefits and potential pitfalls,” Kolomaya
said. “They both want these leases to work.”

!

Halton SCIA Compaction Demo Day
Halton Soil and Crop is excited to announce that we will be having our very own Compaction Demo
Day in partnership with the Halton Plowman’s Association! This event will be held in conjunction
with the Halton Plowing Match at Jeff Williamson’s farm on Friday August 24th at 10189 Fifth Line
in Halton Hills.
Please mark your calendars and stay tuned to our website at www.haltonsoilandcrop.com as more
details develop. An event flyer will also be circulated in the near future. A similar compaction demo
event was held last year in Arthur, to see an example visit www.ifao.com.

!

Halton Soil & Crop Members, Liz & Peter Lambrick,
awarded Milton Citizens of the Year
Giving a celebratory shout out to Peter and Liz Lambrick for winning the Milton Citizen of the Year!
"On Friday, April 13, 2018, the Milton Chamber of Commerce held the annual Community Awards
Gala at Granite Ridge Golf Club. The evening brought together Milton’s Business and Community
Leaders to recognize those individuals and companies that make Milton such an amazing place to
live and work.
The Milton Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce the recipients of this year’s Community
Awards

!

Citizens of the Year – Liz & Peter Lambrick"
Link to the article: https://www.miltonchamber.ca/events/community-awards-gala/
Congratulations Peter and Liz!

!
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Summer Tour and Social
HOPS 101
&
Planting Green
North Niagara Soil and Crop invites you to our Summer Tour!
Please join us in the HEART of NIAGARA as we look at a Start UP Hops Yard and then to see Plant Green
Applications, Cover Crops and Equipment Display.
Date: AUGUST 23, 2018
Location 1: The Bruinsma Farm @ 7706 Twenty Rd. Smithville ON
2pm - Albert Witteveen and Harmen Bruinsma on hand to share their HOPS Story
Location 2: The Dyck Farm @ 4350 Moyer Rd. Campden ON
3:30pm - Larry and Family will tour us through various Green Planted Crops, Cover Crops and Equipment
Show and Tell.
5:30pm - Dinner and Refreshments (Non-Members $20.00 meal fee) (3 year membership $90)

RSVP by: August 21, 2018 Please let us know how many will attend
Allan Yungblut grapedalefarms@yahoo.com

Albert Witteveen albert.witteveen4@gmail.com

Cathy Vitucci nnsoil.crop@gmail.com
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Nitrogen Application Technology in Winter Wheat
Joanna  Follings,  Cereals  Specialist,  OMAFRA
With   an   ever   growing   selection   of   options   for   nozzles   and   streamer   bars,  
many  growers  are  asking  the  question,  what  should  I  outfit  my  sprayer  with  
for   winter   wheat   liquid   fertilizer   applications?  Well,   it   depends   on   what   are  
you  trying  to  accomplish.
If   the   goal   is   to   push   your   winter   wheat   management   and   improve   yields,  
then  the  accurate  and  uniform  application  of  liquid  nitrogen  is  key.  Selecting  
the  appropriate  sprayer  technology  can  have  a  huge  impact.  Using  a  Twitter  
poll,  we  learned  that  growers  use  many  methods:
3,  5,  6  or  7  hole  streamer  nozzles
Flood  nozzles
3  or  5  hole  streamer  bars
Let’s  look  at  some  of  the  options  and  consider   why   you  might  choose  one  
technology  over  another.
Air  Induction,  Conventional  Flat  Fan  or  Flood  Nozzles
Let’s  get  this  one  out  of  the  way  first.  Air  induction  (AI),  conventional  flat  fan  
and  flood  nozzles  are  a  no-go  when  it  comes  to  applying  28%  UAN  in  winter  
wheat.   Dr.   Peter   Sikkema   (University   of   Guelph)   demonstrated   that   when  
28%   UAN   was   applied   with   an   AI   nozzle   there   was   an   increase   in   visual  
crop  injury  (Table  1).
He   also   showed   that   injury   increased   substantially   when   tank   mixed   with  
herbicides   and   when   nitrogen   applications   were   delayed   (Table   2).   So,  
while   AI   nozzles   are   great   for   herbicide   applications,   they   are   not   suitable  
for   28%.   Growers   should   consider   fall   weed   control   to   avoid   the   need   for  
spring  herbicide  applications.
Table   1.  Potential  yield  loss  associated  with  applying  UAN  28%  as  an  
overall  broadcast  treatment  using  flood  jet  or  TeeJet  nozzles.
Application  Combination

Visual  Injury

Yield

200  L/ha  water
(18  gal/acre1  water)

0%

6.4  t/ha
(95  bu/ac)

150  L/ha  water  +  50L/ha  UAN
(13.4  gal/acre  water  +4.5  gal/acre  UAN)

3%

6.4  t/ha
(95  bu/ac)

100  L/ha  water  +  100L/ha  UAN
(9  gal/acre  water  +9  gal/acre  UAN)

5%

6.1  t/ha
(91  bu/ac)

50  L/ha  water  +  150L/ha  UAN
(4.5  gal/acre  water  +13.4  gal/acre  UAN)

7%

6.1  t/ha
(91  bu/ac)

200  L/ha  UAN
6.0  t/ha
9%
(18  gal/acre  UAN)
(89  bu/ac)
1
1  gallon  (Imperial)  =  1.2  U.S  gal
Source:  Sikkema,  University  of  Guelph  (RCAT),  2008–2013  (OMAFRA  Pub  811:  
Agronomy  Guide).

1

Table   2.  Crop  injury  (%)  and  yield  (bu/ac)  of  winter  wheat  following  an  application  of  28%  UAN  (400  L/ha)  alone  
with   air   induction   nozzles   and   tank   mixed   with   various   herbicides   compared   to   an   untreated   control   that   received   the  
same  amount  of  nitrogen.
Treatment

Herbicide  rate/ac

Injury  (%)

Yield  (bu/ac)

control  (unsprayed)

——

0

105

28%  UAN  alone

——

6

105

28%  UAN  +  Infinity

0.33  L

9

104

28%  UAN  +  Buctril  M

0.4  L

8

103

28%  UAN  +  Estaprop  XT

0.48  L

9

102

28%  UAN  +  Refine  M

12  g  +  0.36  L

17

99

Source:  Dr.  P.H.  Sikkema,  3  trails  from  2008-2010,  University  of  Guelph  (Ridgetown  Campus)  –  Additional  information  on  tank  mixing  
with  herbicides  can  be  found  here:  http://fieldcropnews.com/2012/03/when-i-apply-28-uan-to-winter-wheat-can-i-also-add-a-herbicide/  

Streamer  Nozzles  
Streamers   significantly   reduce   crop   injury   when   applying   UAN   28%   in   winter   wheat.   Growers   in   Ontario   are   using   a  
range  of  3,  5,  6  and  7  hole  nozzles.  These  nozzles  provide  even  coverage  and  minimize  burn  compared  to  flat-fan  or  
flood  nozzles;;  however,  boom  height  can  have  an  impact  on  crop  injury.  This  is  particularly  important  with  3  and  6  hole  
streamer   nozzles.   If   there   are   significant   variations   in   boom   height   (e.g.   uneven   emergence,   uneven   land,   or   a   boom  
with  excessive  sway  and  yaw),  significant  crop  injury  can  occur.  This  is  exacerbated  by  hot  and  dry  conditions.
The  damage  is  the  result  of  non-uniform  coverage.  Streamers  deliver  spray  in  a  triangular  shape.  If  the  boom  is  too  low  
gaps  in  the  spray  pattern  reduce  coverage.  If  the  boom  is  too  high  the  crop  may  receive  increased  overlap,  resulting  in  
crop  injury.  Therefore,  these  nozzles  are  an  excellent  option  for  apply  UAN  28%  to  winter  wheat  crop  (Figure  1)  as  long  
as  boom  height  can  be  managed  effectively.

Figure  2:  Chafer  streamer  bar.  Photo  courtesy  of  Alex  Zelem.

Figure  1:    UAN  28%  being  applied  uniformly  to  
winter  wheat  using  3  hole  streamer  nozzles.  Photo  
courtesy  of  Jim  Patton.
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Streamer  Bars
Streamer  bars  (Figure  2)  may  be  the  best  choice.  Streamer  bars  deliver  liquid  nitrogen  to  the  crop  vertically.  This  allows  
for   even   distribution   across   the   winter   wheat   crop   at   various   boom   heights,   often   permitting   great   speed.   Research  
performed  in  Kentucky  showed  that  streamer  bars  produced  a  2.8  bu/ac  yield  advantage  compared  to  3  hole  streamer  
nozzles,  and  a  4.9  bu/ac  yield  advantage  over  7  hole  streamer  nozzles.  Read  more  here:  http://www.needhamag.com/
innovative_product_sales/stream_bars_for_uniform_liquid_fertilizer_application.php.
Some   may   argue   those   are   not   significant   yield   advantages,   but   most   Ontario   growers   would   argue   differently.  
Streamer   bars   provide   uniform   coverage   no   matter   the   state   of   emergence,   boom   height,   topography   or   even   wind  
conditions.  Streamer  bars  can  be  adapted  to  most  sprayers  and  are  available  in  15″  or  20″  spacing.  The  only  caveat  is  
that  they  can  be  fragile  and  can  make  folding  the  boom  difficult.
Other  Ways  to  Reduce  Burn
In   addition   to   proper   nozzle   selection   there   are   a   few   things   you   can   do   to   reduce   the   risk   of   crop   injury   from   N  
applications.
Avoid  applications  of  28%  when  the  crop  is  stressed  or  during  hot  and  dry  conditions.
If  conditions  are  more  conducive  for  crop  injury,  increasing  water  volumes  or  applying  less  N  can  also  help  reduce  
burn  significantly.
At  the  end  of  the  day  it  is  important  to  remember  the  end  goal  –  maximize  yield  potential.  If  we  can  deliver  UAN  28%  as  
uniformly  as  possible  to  a  standing  winter  wheat  crop  while  minimizing  crop  injury,  the  100+  bu/ac  wheat  crop  will  be  
well  worth  the  effort.

The Latest on Corn Nitrogen Response: Weather, N Uptake in Modern Hybrids
and Late Application
Jake  Munroe,  Soil  Fertility  Specialist  –  Field  Crops,  OMAFRA

Research  in  much  of  Ontario  has  shown  a  clear  benefit  to  sidedressing  nitrogen  in  corn.  By  applying   N  closer  to  the  
period  of  maximum  uptake,  you  provide  the  nutrient  when  it’s  needed  and  minimize  the  risk  of  losses  from  leaching  or  
denitrification.  
There   may   now   be   several   other   reasons   to   move   away   from   an   “all   upfront”   approach   and   to   split   your   nitrogen  
application  in  corn.
Weather  impacts  on  nitrogen  response
Recent   research   has   shown   that   growing   season   precipitation   can   drive   yield   potential   and   response   to   nitrogen   in  
corn.   Dr.   Nicolas   Tremblay   of   Agriculture   and   Agri-Food   Canada   (AAFC),   analyzed   data   from   51   nitrogen   response  
studies  across  North  America,  including  Ohio  and  Quebec.  He  concluded  that  “abundant  and  well-distributed  rainfall”  is  
a  major  driver  of  nitrogen  response  of  corn  in  both  fine  (e.g.  clay  loam)  and  medium  textured  soils.  Abundant  and  well  
spread  out  rainfall  in  the  weeks  prior  to  and  following  sidedressing  resulted  in  a  greater  response  of  corn  to  nitrogen.
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Dr.   Bill   Deen   at   the   University   of   Guelph   has   found   that   optimal   corn   N   rates   from   2000-2017   at   Elora   have   been  
affected   by   mid-June   to   mid-July   rainfall.   Generally   speaking,   greater   amounts   of   rainfall   have   resulted   in   higher  
maximum  economic  rates  of  nitrogen  (MERN)  values.  Interestingly,  this  relationship  was  not  observed  for  trials  prior  to  
2000.  Recent  results  from  the  long-term  corn  nitrogen  response  trial  at  Elora  (2009-present)  have  shown  MERN  values  
as  low  as  118  lbs/acre,  up  to  230  lbs/acre  N.  Growing  season  rainfall  –  and  crop  nitrogen  demand  –  has  been  the  main  
determining  factor.  
Together,  these  results  suggest  that  an  in-season  rate  adjustment,  based  on  current  and  forecasted  conditions,  may  be  
a  wise  approach.
Post-silking  nitrogen  uptake
Nitrogen   uptake   in   corn   accelerates   starting   around   V5   (Figure   1).   As   corn   moves   into   reproductive   growth   following  
tasseling,   a   portion   of   nitrogen   is   moved,   or   remobilized,   from   plant   tissue   to   meet   the   grain   demand.   Soil   nitrogen  
uptake  also  continues  during  reproductive  growth  stages.
It’s  also  important  to  consider  how  modern  corn  hybrids  take  up  nitrogen.  Newer  hybrids  take  up  a  greater  proportion  of  
their  total  nitrogen  following  silking  –  36%  vs.  30%  in  older  hybrids  (before  1991).  Also,  a  larger  percent  of  grain  nitrogen  
in  newer  hybrids  comes  from  soil  uptake  after  silking  compared  to  N  remobilization  from  stalks  and  leaves.  In  fact,  as  N  
stress  increases,  newer  hybrids  are  able  to  increase  nitrogen  uptake  after  silking  –  something  that  older  hybrids  weren’t  
able  to  do.
Research   from   2014-16   at   Purdue   found   that   delaying   the   last   40   lbs/acre   of   N   to   the   V12   stage   did   not   negatively  
impact   yield,   but   did   increase   the   efficiency   of   nitrogen   uptake.   Josh   Nasielski,   a   PhD   student   with   Bill   Deen   at   the  
University  of  Guelph,  found  that  waiting  until  V13  to  sidedress  the  full  N  rate  for  corn  did  not  hurt  yield  in  2017  at  Elora.  
In  his  trial,  a  generous  top-up  at  V13  of  a  pre-plant  rate  of  70  lbs  N/acre  supplied  enough  N  in  time  to  maximize  yield  
compared  to  an  all  upfront  application.  
A  new  approach  to  nitrogen
With  high  clearance  equipment  available  and  later  nitrogen  uptake  in  modern  corn  hybrids,  Ontario  farmers  now  have  
the  flexibility  to  apply  N  later  into  the  season.  
A   recently   completed   OSCIA   Tier   Two  
project  in  Eastern  Ontario  found  that  late  
N   application   increased   corn   yield   at  
some   sites   compared   to   earlier  
application  in  2017,  likely  due  to  very  wet  
growing   season   conditions.   In   2016,  
however,   there   was   no   yield   advantage  
to  late  applied  nitrogen.  
Despite  the  mixed  results  to  date  on  late  
N   applications,   the   practice   provides   the  
opportunity  to  more  accurately  assess  in  
season   rainfall   and   growing   conditions.  
By   doing   so,   you   can   make   rate  
adjustments   to   better   reflect   the   crop’s  
yield  potential  and  nutrient  demand.  
Tried  and  true
In   Ontario,   the   Corn   Nitrogen   Calculator  
is  an  excellent  starting  point  to  determine  
your   N   rate.   It   provides   a  
recommendation   based   on   decades   of  
Ontario   N   trials   and   accounts   for  
background  factors  such  as  soil  type  and  
previous  crop.  By  combining  it  with  a  split  
application   that   allows   you   to   fine-tune  
rates   for   in-season   conditions,   you’re   on  
your   way   to   better   matching   crop  
demand   and   maximizing   your   nitrogen  
dollar.  
Figure  1:  Corn  nitrogen  uptake  (Adapted  with  permission  from  Iowa  State  
University  Extension)
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Growing Degree Days and Insect Development
Tracey  Baute,  Field  Crop  Entomologist,  OMAFRA
Insect   development   is   directly   tied   to   temperature   not   calendar   dates.   Each   stage   of   the   insect   requires   a   certain  
amount  of  growing  degree  day  (GDD)  accumulation  to  advance  from  one  stage  to  the  next  (eg.  egg  to  1 st  instar  lava).  
There  is  also  a  minimum  temperature  (base  temperature)  that  must  be  reached  for  their  development  to  begin,  as  well  
as   a   maximum   temperature   that,   once   reached,   hinders   or   stops   their   development.      Calculating   daily   degree   days  
based  on  these  development  requirements  allows  us  to  predict  when  to  expect  a  certain  stage  of  the  insect  that  is  best  
suited  for  scouting  or  management.  
All  GDD  models  use  the  same  equation  to  calculate   daily   degree  days  but  the   base  temperature  and  biofix  date  (the  
start   date   for   which   we   should   begin   calculating   the   daily   degree   days   each   year)   are   specific   for   each   insect.   We  
cannot  just  take  the  daily  degree  day  calculations  for  European  corn  borer  and  use  it  to  predict  western  bean  cutworm  
development,  for  example.    
The  Daily  GDD  equation  is:    ((T  max  +  T  min)  ÷  2)  –  T  base
    

T  max  =  the  daily  maximum  air  temperature
T  min  =  the  daily  minimum  air  temperature
T  base  =  the  GDD  base  temperature  for  the  organism  being  monitored

To   determine   the   GDDs   of   a   given   insect,   it   starts   with   basic   research.   The   bulk   of   the   work   is   done   by   rearing   the  
insect  in  a  number  of  growth  chambers,  each  set  at  a  different  constant  temperature  to  monitor  their  development.  This  
helps  determine  what  the  appropriate  base  temperature  and  maximum  temperatures  are  for  that  insect.  Since  constant  
temperatures   do   not   occur   in   the   real   world,   additional   research   is   done   in   the   field,   monitoring   both   the   insect  
development  and  daily  maximum  and  minimum  temperatures.    These  studies  often  also  determine  what  the  biofix  date  
is.    When  the  research  has  been  done  elsewhere  it  requires  validation  to  determine  if  it  is  also  accurate  at  predicting  the  
pest  in  Ontario’s  climate.  There  is  often  more  than  one  GDD  model  to  compare  with  (Table  1).    Always  pay  attention  
when   GDD   model   are   coming   from   the   US,   as   they   are   often   calculating   their   degree   days   in   Fahrenheit   instead   of  
Celsius  degrees.  
Table  1.    Examples  of  GDD  Requirements  for  Specific  Insect  Pests
Insect

Alfalfa  weevil

Black  cutworm

T  Base  (oC)

Annual  Start  Date  (Biofix)

9

April  1st

10.4

Begin  when  cumulative  trap  catch  of  9  or  
more  moths  over  2-day  period

Cereal  leaf  beetle

8

January  1st

European  corn  borer

10

April  1st

Reference
Harcourt  1981
Peterson  and  Meyer  1995
Beauzay  et  al.  2013
Soroka  2015
Troester  et  al.  1983
Story  et  al.  1984
Showers  et  al.  1985
Kullik  et  al.  2005
Guppy  and  Harcourt  1978
Blodgett  et  al.  2004
Philips  et  al.  2012
Evans  et  al.  2014
McLeod  1976
Boivin  et  al.  1986

The  original  research  on  growing  degree  days  for  alfalfa  weevil  was  done  here  in  Ontario  (Harcourt  1981).    There  are  
now  several  GDD  models  used  in  North  America,  many  using  at  least  part  of  the  original  Ontario  research  (Table  2).    
Research  will  need  to  continue  as  our  climate  changes  and  impacts  the  start  dates  of  these  models.
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Table  2.    Accumulated  Degree  Day  Requirements  for  Alfalfa  Weevil  Development
Accumulated  Degree  Days  (Base  9oC)
Start  Date  April  1st

Alfalfa  Weevil  Stage

Soroka  2015

Harcourt  1981

Egg  Hatch

155-167

Peak  hatch  at  155

1st  Instar

176-206

+  42  (=  197)

2nd  instar

218-243

+  42  (=  239)

3rd  Instar  –  Major  Feeding

260-280

+  46  (=  285)

4th  Instar  –  Major  Feeding

306-331

+  58  (=  343)

Pupation

N/A

+  39  +  80  (=  462)

Adult  emergence

N/A

N/A

Growing  degree  day  calculations  come  in  handy  especially  when  the  growing  season  is  far  from  “normal”.  In  some  years  
(like  this  spring)  we  can  accumulate  daily  GDDs  very  quickly,  especially  when  the  nights  are  also  warm.    Planting  delays  
result  in  the  insect  getting  ahead  of  crop  development.    Once  the  crop  finally  emerges,  the  insect  might  already  be  in  its  
most  damaging  stage.    If  there  is  a  significant  delay  in  planting,  the  crop  may  escape  any  injury  if  it  does  not  emerge  
until  after  the  damaging  stage  of  the  insect  has  passed  (Table  3).    Based  on  this  year’s  GDDs  up  to  May  27th,  feeding  
should  begin  in  fields  from  Harrow  to  Vineland,  while  from  Guelph  to  Eastern  Ontario  egg  hatch  about  to  start.
Table  3.    Accumulated  Degree  Days  (Base  9oC)  for  Various  Ontario  Locations  in  2018
Location

Accumulated  Growing  Degree  Days  as  of  May  
27th-    Start  Date  April  1st

Predicted  Alfalfa  Weevil  Stage

Harrow

199

1st  instar

London

191

1st  instar

Guelph

122

Nearing  egg  hatch

Vineland

167

Egg  Hatch  ending,  1st  instars  begin

Peterborough

109*

Nearing  egg  hatch

Kemptville

140

Nearing  egg  hatch

Weather  data  obtained  from  Environment  Canada
*missing  data  for  one  or  more  days

General Guidelines for Scouting Alfalfa
Christine  O’Reilly,  Forage  and  Grazing  Specialist,  OMAFRA
Scouting   is   an   important   part   of   growing   quality   forage.   Just   like   other   field   crops,   scouting   alfalfa   helps   growers   stay  
ahead  of  emerging  problems,  correctly  time  harvests,  and  make  better  decisions  when  planning  future  crops.
Plant  counts  should  be  done  spring  and  fall  (Table  1).  These  can  be  done  when  the  alfalfa  is  dormant.  The  spring  count  
is  a  good  time  to  dig  up  some  plants  and  assess  root  health.  Stem  counts  are  useful  for  predicting  yield  potential,  and  
these  should  be  done  in  spring  when  there  is  15-20cm  (6-8”)  of  growth  (Table  2).  If  the  number  of  plants  or  stems  per  
square  foot  is  too  low,  consider  over-seeding  with  grasses  to  improve  yields  or  rotating  that  field  out  of  alfalfa.
Table   1.   Assessing   alfalfa   stands   using   the   plant  
count  method
Age  of  Alfalfa  Stand
New  Seeding

Table   2.   Assessing   alfalfa   stands   using   the   stem  
count  method  

Desired  plant  count  per  
square  foot

Stems  per  square  
foot
55  or  more

20+  plants

Year  1

12  to  20  plants

Year  2

8  to  12  plants

Year  3

5  plants

6

%  of  Maximum  Yield
100%

40  to  50

75  to  92%

Less  than  40

Stand  is  too  weak  to  keep

Scout  alfalfa  fields  weekly  from  when  the  crop  breaks  dormancy  until  after  the  last  harvest  of  the  year.  Walk  the  field  in  a  
zig-zag  or  “W”  pattern,  and  take  a  different  route  each  week  to  observe  more  of  the  field  over  the  growing  season.
Alfalfa  development  is  predicted  using  Base  5°C  Growing  Degree  Days  (GDD).  To  calculate  GDD:
1. Add  the  daily  maximum  and  minimum  temperatures  together.  
2. Divide  by  2  to  get  an  average  daily  temperature.
3. Subtract   5   from   your   daily   average   to   get   the   daily   accumulation   of   growing   degrees.   If   the   answer   is   negative,  
assume  it  is  0.
4. Add  the  daily  accumulation  to  a  running  total  for  the  season.
Take  care  when  referencing  alfalfa  GDD  information  from  the  United  States;;  their  GDDs  are  in  degrees  Fahrenheit,  which  
change   the   reference   numbers   for   alfalfa   staging.   To   convert   to   Base   5°C:   divide   the   Base   42°F   GDD   by   9,   and   then  
multiply  by  5.  
I  prefer  CHUs,  why  can’t  I  use  them  on  alfalfa?  The  Ontario  Crop  Heat  Unit  (CHU)  system  was  designed  to  predict  
corn  development.  Corn  is  a  warm-season  grass,  and  its  development  occurs  at  relatively  high  temperatures.  Soybean  
growers  are  often  able  to   use  CHUs  because  soybeans  are  a  warm-season  legume,  and  use  the  same  photosynthetic  
process  as  corn  to  produce  sugar.  Alfalfa  is  a  cool-season  crop;;  it  uses  a  different  photosynthetic  pathway  than  corn  and  
soybeans,  and  has  different  temperature  tolerances.  This  is  why  Base  5°C  GDD  is  a  more  accurate  method  of  estimating  
crop  stage  for  alfalfa.
Alfalfa  generally  does  not  grow  until  it  receives  at  least  200  GDDs.  For  maximum  (dairy)  quality,  first-cut  alfalfa  should  be  
harvested  at  390  GDD,  before  10%  bloom.  Waiting  will  increase  yields,  but  feed  value  starts  to  decline.
Crops   pressured   by   insects,   pests,   and   diseases   have   less   vigour   and   anything   that   affects   alfalfa   leaves   can   reduce  
yield  and  feed  value.  OMAFRA’s  Publication  811:  Agronomy  Guide  for  Field  Crops  has  a  Forage  Scouting  Calendar  on  
page  104,  which  serves  as  a  guideline  to  insect,  pest,  and  disease  activity  in  alfalfa  in  southern  and  eastern  Ontario.  The  
guide  also  describes  scouting  techniques  for  different  forage  pests  starting  on  page  336  of  Chapter  15:  Insects  and  Pests  
of   Field   Crops.   Some   pest   development   is   also   modelled   using   GDD;;   however   those   models   may   use   a   different  
temperature  base.  For  example,  alfalfa  weevil  development  is  estimated  on  a  Base  9°C  GDD  model,  so  the  number  of  
GDDs  at  a  location  on  the  same  date  will  differ  than  those  given  for  alfalfa  (Base  5).
The  goal  of  weed  control  in  alfalfa  is  to  increase  both  the  quantity  and  quality  of  feed.  New  seedings  are  most  sensitive  to  
competition  from  weeds;;  however,  identifying  weed  pressures  in  an  old  stand  can  influence  the  next  crop  in  the  rotation.  
Chemical  weed  control  is  most  effective  in  spring  or  fall.
To  reduce  the  risk  of  winter  injury   in   alfalfa,   plants  need   500  GDDs  between  the  final  harvest  and  the  first   killing  frost.  
This   gives   the   alfalfa   time   to   build   root   reserves   that   will   carry   it   through   the   winter   and   allow   for   rapid   green-up   and  
growth   the   following   spring.   In   situations   where   forage   supplies   are   tight,   a   final   cut   could   be   taken   with   less   than   200  
GDDs  remaining  in  the  season,  as  the  alfalfa  will  not  be  able  to  regrow  before  the  frost.

The Many Mysteries of Soil Organic Matter
Sebastian  Belliard,  Soil  Management  Specialist  –  Field  Crops,  OMAFRA
Organic   matter   is   arguably   the   most   important   component   of   soil.   For   almost   any   soil-related   problem,   organic   matter  
seems   to   be   the   answer.   Degraded   soil   structure?   Needs   organic   matter.   Poor   water   infiltration   or   retention?   More  
organic  matter.  Low  soil  nutrient  supply?  Add  organic  matter.  Climate  change?  Put  that  carbon  (i.e.  organic  matter)  back  
into  the  soil  where  it  belongs!  So,  how  does  it  work?  
Much  remains  to  be  discovered  about  soil  carbon  dynamics.  It  would  take  many  pages  to  address  all  the  relevant  factors.  
Instead,  this  article  and  those  that  follow  will  address  some  commonly-held  misconceptions,  as  well  as  the  directions  in  
which  recent  research  would  point  a  carbon-concerned  soil  manager.
Conventional  wisdom  used  to  be  that  stable  soil  organic  carbon  (SOC)  was  made  up  of  humus,  the  result  of  secondary  
synthesis  of  decomposing  plant  material  into  chemical  structures  so  complex  they  were  difficult  to  break  down,  or  what  
scientists  call  “recalcitrant”.  However,  over  the  past  20  years  or  so,  advances  in  analytical  techniques  have  made  it  clear  
that  humus,  as  it  was  traditionally  defined  in  soil  science,  doesn’t  actually  exist  in  the  soil  at  all,  but  was  the  result  of  the  
chemical   extraction   process   in   the   lab(Lehmann   et   al.,   2008;;   Lehmann   and   Kleber,   2015;;   Schmidt   et   al.,   2011).   That  
discovery  caused  quite  a  stir  in  the  soil  science  community,  which  began  searching  for  a  new  framework  to  explain  the  
mechanisms  of  soil  carbon  stabilization  that  can  incorporate  all  the  evidence.  
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At  this  point  you  might  be  thinking,  “That’s  fascinating  and  all,  but  you  better  be  getting  to  the  point  of  how  this  relates  to  
me  and  my  farm”.
One   of   the   most   widely-accepted   mechanisms   for   organic   carbon   accumulation   in   the   soil   is   its   physical   protection  
through   what   is   called   occlusion.   That   is   the   scientific   way   of   saying   that   the   organic   matter   is   made   inaccessible   to  
hungry   microbes   that   are   otherwise   fully   capable   of   decomposing   it.   This   happens   through   the   process   of   soil  
aggregation  (Figure  1).  Here  is   where   we  get  to  soil   management  on  the  farm,  as  aggregation  is  highly  dependent  on  
management  (Figure  2).

Figure  1.  Soil  aggregates  and  associated  SOC  storage  time  scale.  (Tivet  et  al.,  2013)  

Occlusion  and  long-term  (decades  to  centuries)  organic  matter  protection  happens  mostly  at  the  micro-aggregate  scale.  
Macroaggregates  also  contribute,  but   only   hold  SOC  for   years  to  decades   at  most  (von  Lutzow   et   al.,   2006).  It’s  fairly  
common  knowledge  that  microaggregates  are  pulled  together  by  the  action  and  byproducts  of  fungal  hyphae  and  plant  
roots   to   create   macroaggregates,   but   what   is   less   commonly   known   is   that   within   stable   macroaggregates,   new  
microaggregates   form   and   physically   protect   organic   matter   in   their   structure   (Six   et   al.,   2000).   Soil   disturbance   (i.e.  
tillage)   destroys   macroaggregates,   disrupting   this   critical   process.   Reducing   soil   disturbance   to   a   minimum   is   the   first  
step  on  your  path  to  increasing  organic  matter  levels  in  your  soils.  
However,  as  many  long-term  no-tillers  will  know,  simply  removing  the  disturbance  is  not  a  golden  ticket  to  higher  organic  
matter;;  we  need  to  be  adding  it  as  well.  That’s  because  the  formation  of  aggregates  and  the  organic  matter  they  contain  
is  highly  dependent  on  soil  microbes  and  their  byproducts,  and  they  need  food  to  work.  
We  cannot  think  of  soil  systems  without  considering  plants.  Plants  are  the  primary  pathway  for  carbon  inputs  into  the  soil,  
and  much  of  that  carbon  flows  through  root  exudates.  These  are  mostly  relatively  simple  compounds  that   are  used  by  
microbes   around   plant   roots   in   what   is   called   the   rhizosphere.   Recent   evidence   shows   that   plant   roots   rich   in   soluble  
compounds  have  a  positive  impact  on  water-stable  macroaggregates,  mostly  likely  through  stimulation  of  soil  microbes  
(Poirier   et   al,   2017).   Microbes   can   transform   these   simple   compounds   into   the   many   forms   of   carbon   found   in   soil  
(Kallenbach  et  al.,  2016).  This  is  one  reason  why  there’s  so  much  talk  recently  around  maximizing  living  roots  in  the  soil.
The  question  then  becomes:  “Which  plants  do  I  grow  if  I  want  to  improve  soil  aggregation?”  That  question  brings  us  to  
the   fascinating   and   rapidly   expanding   research   into   plant   functional   root   traits;;   the   specific   architectural,   physiological,  
chemical,   and   symbiotic   characteristics   of   plant   roots   and   how   they   influence   the   plant-soil   system.   Just   like   carbon  
dynamics,  there’s  still  a  lot  to  be  learned,  and  many  species’  root  traits  remain  uncharacterized.  Add  to  that  the  varietylevel  differences  that  can  exist  and  we’re  a  long  way  off  from  a  complete  picture,  but  here  are  a  few  things  to  know.
Root-associated   microbes   are   very   significant   players   in   soil   aggregation.   Mycorrhizae   promote   microaggregate  
formation   by   producing   glues   and   binding   agents,   and   their   network   of   hyphae   bring   microaggregates   and   larger   soil  
particles  together  into  macroaggregates.  
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Figure  2.  Management  impacts  on  soil  aggregation  and  SOC  stocks.  (Tivet  et  al.,  2013)

Legumes  (specifically  their  rhizobial  partners)  promote  aggregation  through  the  production  of  binding  agents.  This  effect  
has   been   shown   to   be   stronger   in   soils   low   in   organic   matter   (Tisdall   and   Oades,   1982),   which   explains   why  
macroaggregation  is  improved  more  in  subsoil  than  topsoil  under  legume  forage   (Sainju  et  al.,  2003).  
However,   legumes   typically   have   less   fibrous   root   architecture   than   grasses,   which   are   associated   with   greater  
macroaggregation   in   topsoil  (Angers   and   Caron,   1998).   For   example,   ryegrass   has   high   root   length   density   (length   of  
roots  per  volume  of  soil),  and  was  found  by  Materechera  et  al.  (1992)  to  result  in  stronger,  denser  and  more  stable  soil  
macroaggregates   enriched   with   SOC   compared   to   peas   and   wheat.   Phacelia   has   very   high   root   length   density   (RLD)  
near  the  surface,   which  could   explain   why   it’s   been  indicated   as  having   great  benefits  for  topsoil  structure.  Cereal  rye  
also   has   high   RLD,   almost   twice   as   high   as   vetch,   with   mustard   somewhere   in   between   (Bodner   et   al.,   2009).   Root  
length  density  is  correlated  with  root  diameter,  and  other  experiments  have  found  that  the  positive  impact  of  many  fine  
roots  is  higher  in  soils  with  low  organic  matter  levels.  
There  are  many  mysteries  to  be  unraveled  in  the  quest  for  higher  soil  organic  matter.  The  belowground  characteristics  of  
the  plants  we  choose  to  include  in  our  cropping  systems  is  an  important  piece  of  the  puzzle,  and  as  research  progresses  
we  should  be  able  to  use  this  kind  of  information  to  make  better  decisions  about  which  cash  or  cover  crops  to  include  to  
achieve  our  soil  management  goals.  These  are  exciting  times,  stay  tuned!
For  a  complete  list  of  references  please  visit  the  posting  of  this  article  on  FieldCropNews.com  .  
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Can Double Cropping Winter Canola and Soybean Kill Two Birds With One Stone?
Dr.  Eric  Page,  Research  Scientist  in  Weed  Ecology,  and  Sydney  Meloche,  Weed  Science  Technician,  AAFC  Harrow  Research  
and  Development  Center
Soybean  production  in  southwestern  Ontario  is  increasingly  challenging  because  of  the  presence  of  multiple  glyphosate  
resistant   weed   species.   Essex,   Kent   and   Lambton   counties   have   the   unfortunate   distinction   of   being   home   to   4  
glyphosate  resistant  weeds:  Canada  fleabane,  common  ragweed,  giant  ragweed  and  waterhemp,  all  of  which  are  very  
difficult   to   control   in   soybean   when   glyphosate   is   no   longer   an   option.   Canola   production   in   Ontario   also   faces  
significant  challenges,  primarily  in  the  form  of  swede  midge  and  clubroot.   Although  there  appears  to  be  little  overlap  in  
the   issues   facing   these   crops,   a   winter   canola   –   soybean   double   crop   could   in   theory   kill   two   birds   with   one   stone,  
allowing   canola   production   to   escape   swede   midge   pressure   while   helping   to   stem   soybean   yield   losses   in   longer  
season  regions  of  the  province.
In  a  similar  manner  to  fall   seeded  cover  crops,   winter  canola  is  ideally  suited  to  
compete  with  winter  annual  and  early  emerging  weeds,  such  as  Canada  fleabane  
and   the   ragweed   species.   The   early   resumption   of   growth   in   the   spring   means  
that   winter   canola   has   the   potential   to   suppress   the   germination,   growth   and  
reproduction  of  these  hard  to  control  weeds.   Weeds  that  do  emerge  and  grow  incrop   are   also   likely   to   be   killed   when   winter   canola   is   harvested   in   late   June   or  
early   July,   well   before   these   species   are   normally   capable   of   dispersing   mature  
seed.   In   a   planned   double   crop   sequence,   weed   control   practices   would   occur  
mid-summer  between  the  fall  and  summer  seeded  crops  which  would  allow  for  a  
wider  range  of  herbicides  to  be  used  in  a  burndown  style  application.   At  this  time  
of  year,  the  majority  of  weed  emergence  flushes  have  passed  and,  thus  the  weed  
pressure  facing  the  summer  soybean  crop  can  be  managed  through  a  narrowing  
of  row  spacing,  an  increase  in  the  plant  population  density  and,  if  needed,  in  crop  
herbicide  application.

Figure  1.  Flowering  winter  canola  
hybrids  on  April  20th  2017  in  Harrow  
(from  left:  Inspiration,  CC17070,  
Mercedes).  Hybrids  in  the  photo  were  
planted  on  September  13th  2016.

From   a   canola   perspective,   fall   seeded,   winter   hardy   biotypes   offer   the   easiest  
escape   from   swede   midge   pressure.   In   southwestern   Ontario,   winter   canola  
reached  50%  flowering  between   April  24  and  May  19  2017  (depending  on  plant  
date   and   hybrid)   meaning   that   the   vulnerable   stages   of   canola   development  
occurred   well   before   overwintering   swede   midge   could   emerge   from   the   soil   in  
late  May  or  early  June.   Similarly,  the  advancement  of  the  reproductive  phase  of  
development  in  winter  vs  spring  canola  meant  that  all  but  our  last  plant  date  (i.e.,  
Oct   17,   2016)   avoided   feeding   damage   from   other   insect   pests   including   lygus  
and  seedpod  weevil.

Although   we   have   yet   to   work   out   all   of   the   agronomic   issues   involved   with  
implementing   a   winter   canola-soybean   double   crop,   the   early   results   are  
promising.   In  our  2016/17  planting  date  trial,  winter  canola  hybrids  reached  physiological  maturity  from  June  21  to  July  
12   and   yielded   between   3400   and   5800   lbs/ac   with   an   average   of   4700.    A   separate   but   similarly   structured   planting  
date  trial  conducted  over  the  past  two  years  indicated  that  a  summer  soybean  crop  planted  during  the  first  3  weeks  of  
July  could  yield  between  2800  and  3400  lbs/ac  for  a  00.2  maturity  group  soybean  and  between  3500  and  5000  lbs/ac  
for  a  3.3  maturity  group  soybean.   Bearing  in  mind  that  these  results  reflect  small  plot  research  trials  conducted  in  the  
most   southerly   county   in   the   province,   the   economics   of   a   winter   canola   –   soybean   double   crop   are   likely   to   be  
favourable  throughout  the  rest  of  southwestern  Ontario.   In  fact,  on-farm  experience  in  Oxford  County  in  2015  and  2016  
indicated  that  double  crop  soybean  following  canola  was  economically  viable  even  without  reducing  the  relative  maturity  
of  the  seeded  variety.
In  the  coming  years  our  research  will  build  on  these  initial  planting  date/variety  trials  to  address  more  complex  questions  
such   as   how   to   best   fit   a   winter   canola-soybean   double   crop   into   existing   corn-soy-wheat   rotations,   how   to   deal   with  
other   known   pests   of   winter   canola   including   slugs   and   how   to   manage   the   preceding   crops'   residue   to   ensure   stand  
uniformity  when  seeding  winter  canola.   If  any  of  our  current  or  future  research  topics  are  of  interest  to  you,  please  don't  
hesitate  to  contact  us  (eric.page@agr.gc.ca);;  we  are  always  looking  for  farmer  feedback  and  engagement.  
Farmers  interested  in  learning  more  about  winter  canola  production  in  southern  Ontario  can  attend  a  tour  at  the  AAFC  
Research   Station   in   Harrow   on   June   21,   2018   from   1:00-3:00.   Please   pre-register   for   the   event   at  
www.ontariocanolagrowers.ca  .
Agricultural  Information  Contact  Centre:  
  1-877-424-1300
E-mail:  ag.info.omafra@ontario.ca
www.ontario.ca/omafra
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Message from the President – Peter McLaren
Greetings to one and all. After our
over-extended winter, it is good to
feel a bit of heat again. Forget about
spring—we're going right into
summer.
Thinking back to the annual
conference, we recall a resolution
that asked to move the June and
September newsletters to a more
convenient time. A question comes to
mind: When would be a more convenient time when people
are not as busy?
Another question that comes to mind connects to another
resolution from the conference, that being the desire for
OSCIA to support the mental health literacy and training
campaign at University of Guelph. After going through two
of the most stressful seasons in recent memory, many could
have been pushed beyond what they could endure. Maybe it
could be something as simple as taking 15-minutes a day to
read part of the newsletter to clear the mind and think of
something else for a while. Of course, the best stress relief
for parents and grandparents is to play with the kids.
The news was shared recently by the Guelph office that
funding from the Ministry was secured to support grants for
the local and regional associations for another 3 years (20182021). Many thanks to Hugh Berges and Aileen MacNeil of
OMAFRA as well as our own Andy Graham for getting the
job done. The Ministry funding is combined with the
Association’s and is critical for the support the Regional
Communication grant, Tier One and Tier Two grants.
The updated application forms for Regional Communication
grants and Tier One grants are available on our website.
There have been some changes from earlier versions that will
help gather information to justify the request for government
funding in the future.
I hope everyone had a safe and successful planting season.
As of this writing, I still have soybeans to plant. Here at our
farm in Lanark we seem to be almost as wet as last year,
where most farms around us are quite dry.
OSCIA strongly promotes soil health and improving the
balance between productivity, profitability, and
environmental sustainability. I’m sure our forefathers saw
things the same way, going right back to the first generation
that settled farms across the province. The part they played

was integral towards the formation of the Canada we know
today. Innovative solutions are constantly being developed
across the country, moving us forward into the future of
farming.
Some members will now likely be into first cut hay. We urge
forage producers to take another look at the OSCIA Forage
Masters Competition. The online self-assessment is easily
found on our website. It’s great to have sponsors lined up
again and we are really looking forward to seeing the interest
grow across the regions. The deadline to submit your
completed assessment is July 15th.
Signing off for now and looking forward to the summer
meeting. No stress here!

Peter McLaren, OSCIA President
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Welcoming New Directors & RCC

Calling All Forage Producers!

In 2018 OSCIA welcomed two new Directors, Eleanor
Renaud (Ottawa Rideau) and Phil Oegema (Thames Valley),
and a Regional Communications Coordinator, Jonathan
Hollway (North West).

The Forage Master Competition is available again this year.
Growers are encouraged to take the opportunity to see how
your management practices measure up to industry best
practices in growing, harvesting, storage and feeding of
forage.

Eleanor Renaud is a mother of three
beautiful girls and a 5th-generation
farmer. She owns a 1,000-acre farm in
Leeds County where she runs a cash
crop and cow/calf operation. In
addition to her new position with
Ottawa Rideau SCIA, she is also on the Rideau Valley
Conservation Authority source water protection committee.
Eleanor has also been a board member of both the OFA and
the Leeds Federation of Agriculture, serving in a number of
positions, including County President and also served on the
boards of the Rural Ontario Municipal Association and the
Association of Municipalities of Ontario. Eleanor served as a
councilor for Elizabethtown-Kitley Township for 20 years.
Eleanor was also a program representative for Environmental
Farm Plan.
Phil Oegema farms with his father near
St. Thomas Ontario. He spent his younger
years on the family’s turkey and cash crop
farm and pursued other interests after high
school and obtained a degree in Music and
later a Master of Business Administration.
Phil worked in the electric and natural gas
industry for several years before returning
home to rejoin his father on the farm. Recently they decided
to convert their farm to organic and will soon have all their
acres certified as organic. They grow corn, soybeans, wheat,
spelt, and dry edible beans. Phil has served as President for
both Elgin as and Thames Valley Soil and Crop Improvement
Associations.
Jonathan Hollway moved to Northern
Ontario from New Brunswick in 2011 to
study Natural Science and Outdoor
Recreation at Lakehead University. As a
student, he had the opportunity to work at a
local grass-fed beef and lamb farm; this was
his first experience working on a farm and
with animals. In 2015, he was sponsored by his employer and
began to study at the master’s level, focusing on testing new
drone technology for bobolink nest detection.
In the fall of 2017, Jonathan, and his partner Alyssa, bought a
farm in Murillo. They run a farrow-to-finish pastured pork
operation and a small scale grass-fed beef herd, with the aim
to sell products locally in Thunder Bay and North Western
Ontario.
With thirty piglets born in the past two weeks and an issue of
the Northwest Link coming out soon, things are busy for
Jonathan. He is excited to learn from the RCC role and
become more involved in the local agricultural community.

Once you’ve completed the on-line assessment, send it along
with a recent soil analysis and feed analysis. If you don’t
have lab reports for the current crop, send one in from last
year. The competition scores overall forage management on
the farm, not a specific field.
A limited number of hardcopies of the Self-Assessment are
available, thanks to SGS Agrifood Laboratories who covered
the original print costs. If you prefer completing the exercise
on paper, contact Nicole in the Guelph office and request a
copy.

Get the Self-Assessment
Package on the OSCIA
website:
From the home page, click
the “Association” dropdown
and select “Ontario Forage
Masters”

The deadline for submission is July 15, 2018. Your answers
are confidentially tallied in the Guelph office to generate an
overall score that will be shared with you. Gift certificates for
seed purchases generously provided by General Seed
Company will be awarded to the first, second and third-place
scores in each OSCIA Region.
The top finisher in each region will be invited to participate
in the speaking contest sponsored by Pro Rich Seeds at the
OSCIA Annual Conference in Kingston next February,
where delegates will cast their votes to determine the 2018
Provincial Forage Master Champion.
Written by Andrew Graham, Executive Director
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The Farmland Health Check-up is Back!

Tier Two Projects for 2018-2021

Are you interested in learning more about the health of your
soil? Do you farm in the Lake Erie or Lake St. Clair
watershed? Consider participating in the Farmland Health
Check-Up for a chance to work one-on-one with a Certified
Crop Advisor or a Professional Agrologist, free of charge.
The Check-Up process will focus on the health of your soil,
identify challenges specific to your farm, and plan Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to address those challenges.

OSCIA is pleased to announce the approved Tier Two
Projects that will take place over the next three years. In no
particular order, the following regions/counties/districts will
be participating in applied research projects:
1.

Bruce – Compaction Recovery with Cover Crops

2.

East Central/Peterborough – Regenerative
Agriculture: Microbes and Insect Interactions in
Action

3.

Heartland – Maximizing cereal rye cover crop
management for multiple benefits

4.

Nippissing West/East Sudbury – AgTiv Mycorrhizal
Inoculant Trial on Potato and Cereal Crops

5.

Northumberland – Making Relay Cropping Pay

6.

St. Clair – Soil Health as it Relates to Yield

7.

Thames Valley – Roots Not Iron: Phase 2

We wish all participants the best of luck in their research and
data collection over the next three years. Be sure to watch out
for updates throughout the year.
Written by Nicole Hottot, Executive Assistant
Funding for the implementation of select BMPs is available
through the LEADS program (Lake Erie Agriculture
Demonstrating Sustainability). More information is available
on the OSCIA website (www.ontariosoilcrop.org).
LEADS is a component of the Canadian Agricultural
Partnership, a five-year federal-provincial-territorial initiative
to strengthen the agriculture, agri-food and agri-based
products sector, and increase its competitiveness, prosperity
and sustainability.
Written by Karen Jacobs, Program Coordinator

Award presented
annually by OSCIA to
recognize excellence
in sustainable soil
management

Nomination Forms
for 2019 Award on the
OSCIA website:
Click on
“Association” then
“Soil Champion
Award”
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Ontario Soil Network
Across Ontario, farmers are tweaking equipment and farming
practices to both conserve and improve soil. We are
challenging conventional agricultural knowledge with diverse
cover-crop mixes, no-till / strip-till and amendments.
It’s not easy. But, we believe that we learn better together, by
sharing our successes and failures, to improve soil in Ontario,
and improve our entire industry.
In 2017, the Ontario Soil Network began as a pilot project for
30 soil-loving farmers in Southwestern Ontario to learn about
leadership and public speaking. We started with a 2-day
workshop, followed by a 10-month leadership challenge.
Together, we did 80 speaking engagements and 40 on-farm
events to 6000 other farmers and 2000 industry reps. We had
75 small group chats with 600 people and had one-on-one
conversations about soil health practices with 600 farmers
and 70 industry reps. We put thousands of hours into research
and outreach and raised tremendous support from industry
partners for the #LetsTalkSoil campaign.
And we’re not done! We’re looking for support to move to
Central and Eastern Ontario this winter, but in the meantime,
we can help facilitate shop talks or speak at farm events
about building soil health. Connect with our group of
passionate farmers through www.ontariosoil.net or contact
me at 519 820 2358 or admin@ontariosoil.net.
Written by Mel Luymes, Ontario Soil Network
Note from OSCIA: Speakers from the Ontario Soil Network
can help your local association promote the themes from the
Ontario Cover Crop Strategy. Speakers are an eligible
expense under the Tier One grant. Don’t miss out on this
opportunity to get a great speaker to your next meeting.

New OSCIA Promotional Items
To keep the momentum going and grow the brand, OSCIA is
excited to announce two new promotional items:
The first item is an 18” x 24” OSCIA plot sign. The sign
proudly displays OSCIA’s brand and allows individuals the
ability to customize the sign based on the trial. Plot signs are
available at a reduced rate of $5.00 per sign for a limited
time. The plot signs are a wonderful way to remind producers
of OSCIA and our commitment to the grassroots.
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In addition to the plot signs, OSCIA is now offering a new
line of high-quality apparel items. The collection features our
OSCIA logo on the front and select items have Seek Test
Adopt embroidered on the back. Apparel pricing ranges from
$11.75 to $81.00, and items can be purchased on a costrecovery basis.
Written by Brittany Roka, Association Development Advisor

goldenhorseshoe is provided by the Golden Horseshoe Soil and
Crop Improvement Association in cooperation with the local
associations in the counties/regions of Brant, Haldimand, Halton,
Niagara North, Niagara South, Norfolk, Peel, Wentworth (City of
Hamilton) and the generous support of our agribusiness and
newsletter contributing sponsors.
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